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This is the second Earth Stargate to open,
open, and it required a group of
beautiful beings in physical bodies to do this. We needed to prepare for it on
many levels, and looking at it from an overview now there are certain things
that are required to open the Stargate that merges heaven and earth, and
and opens
us up more fully to the New Earth reality and ourselves
ourselves in our divine blueprint
and true presence while still in our physical body.
We need to get our vibrations high enough to be from our selves in the
councils of light, we each hold an unun-manifest universe to be merged with the
manifest through the Stargate
Stargate when it opens. The light matrix needs to be clear
and activated, anchored and open to facilitate this as well as a time capsule that
holds us through the dimensional realms because it is a timeless space we are
in, it anchors us back through into the
the denser realms where time exists. The
first Stargate that opened the time capsule was activating and anchored over a
24 hour period a day after the Stargate opened and there were four of us
Stargate.
argate. But in
involved, but not the rest of the group that had come for the St
this Stargate it was there with us as the Stargate opened.
‘You might ask what does this all do?’ Will in the bigger picture it shows
that we are now able to create the union of heaven and earth, matter and spirit
collectively. We can
can move into the hyperhyper-dimensional realms of non manifest
universes as we bring them through to anchor. This happens within us as we
are in the greater reality, through space and beyond time and limitations, multimultiprismed beings of unlimited facets of light,
light, we birth the New Earth through our
love, as the union takes place within and without.
The Stargates are exhilarating our ascension into our divine selves and
through the Earth. For those of us present to do this work of course it
exhilarates our own
own growth, we let go the old paradigm and attachments, we
become the invisible, beyond the duality dramas and lower astral realms. We
move more fully into a state of peace and stillness within, from the wisdom of
our hearts.
The below account of the
the Stargate Opening is your experience too, as we
do this all together. You may wish to read the first Stargate that opened in the
exact opposite side of the globe in Scotland in between the eclipses in October
last year. There are a few more to open in this mission and if you would like to
be part of this work then there is one happening in Victoria, Australia for the
Lunar Eclipse in April,
April, and an amazing journey to Stargate Opening at Lake
Tsmororiri Ladakh, the Himalayas at the June Solstice.
There will be others but too far away to organise yet.
THE JOURNEY
Our journey started way before the day we meet physically and everyone
was being cleared and prepared for the mission, to be able to hold the beam.

We meet at the house I rented at Pukekawa Bay on the south western shore
Lake Taupo. Energetically the place to be, the lake if you are not familiar is a
huge crater lake, the volcano exploded 26,500 year
ago. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Taupo
There were nine of us in the physical that meet, and not only other humans
linking in, but so many divine beings on the inner planes as well as all our own
crews that come with us. The place was pretty crowded as we meet on Friday
February 14th afternoon at the house in the ferns and bush, with view of the
lake and walk to the shores.
We started our journey on the most magic day, Valentines Day and
Chinese Lantern Day and the Leo Full Moon all rolled into one. Wow what
amazing energies as we connected on the earth plane in the late afternoon to
experience our star lineages,
lineages, and earth dragonand
dragonand serpent lineages aware of
the gifts we came with as we came through our own stargate into the vortex
near where we were physically birthed.
As we merged with our divine selves right through the physical body, the inner
light that glows so bright, in tune with Lantern Day, we lit a candle each,
symbolic of the inner light of us all floating through the Stargate of the lake, the
union of heaven and earth, manifest and unun-manifest, spirit
spirit and matter, with the
beautiful Lantern Festival and Valentines love, it was such a glorious beginning
to our heart connected, joy filled time together.
It being important to love one self fully, through love and
acceptance,
acceptance, embracing in oneness all parts of oneself still judging or putting
one self down as
as the heart glows brighter, embracing with love and acceptance
all physical manifestations of pain and separation in relationships as well,
rejection, aloneness, grief embraced in love. The mirrors as well and
politicians, bankers, illuminati, reptilians, dark lords whatever you still dance
with is still part of you, until loved and accepted as we see the Earth as divine,
moving beyond the duality drama illusion of abuse and destruction into the real,
programmes
mes of magic and
the divine that is in harmony and peace. The old program
control merged into the love, surrendered into divine will and allowing, love and
trust as we open our hearts with so much love for our self and all creation.
We move through the doorway of pure heart, the crossover point within
you and the Galactic Centre all one, as we the Earth have moved through the
galactic plane and aligned through the suns, so too do all the cells of our
body. We open up to the alignment through all the Suns, through us right
through our cells, the suns align through the centre of your heart, one with all
the Suns of creation, through the centre of the nuclei of your cells as they
align through the Suns and stillness, Galactic Centre within. Through the
stillness receiving the new light codes and the Thirteen Rays of the
Rainbow in every cell of our body as the full moon glowed over the lake and
the moonshine and new codes, the Thirteen Rays illuminated through the cells
of our bodies.

The next day we went to Lake Rotopounamu and Mt Pihanga a great
spinner wheel in the Earth’s kundalini and chakra system. Below are links to
other bigger picture things that have unfolded there in recent times.
We were
were blessed with the most beautiful day and walked in silence up the
forest track, with fairies, nature spirits, devas all there to create and play with
us and we moved through the different realms along the track and through the
subtle doorways.
We had been called here long ago and know the guardians, ancients ones,
ancestors and light beings and council of light were waiting for us. We had felt
their presence for days before and they were eager for us to get ready to
connect into the Light Matrix and the Council of Light meeting taking place.
Connecting through our own mudra and aligning through the Sun and Moon
unified within our hearts, creating a vortex through into the Earth, activating
the DNA spirals one with the Goddess, Earth Mother and nature into the Inner
Earth Sun.
Sun. As the vortex flows up through us to Source, the vortex takes you
deeper into the stillness within your heart one with the Earth and spirit. The
DNA awakens more fully through us and the Earth as we open to one Matrix of
Light the DNA transforms as our divine blueprint is toned and glows.
As we awakened the star and planet chakras within and to the Diamond Light
Matrix of all creation and the Council of Light, aware of the Seal or Narath and
the light matrix that glows. The symbols of the seal strengthen the new codes,
the old matrix was cleared on the March Equinox 2013 and again at a lower
levels
levels in a big planetary link up January 4th 2014.
2014. Now the next anchoring into
the Earth and through us all the light matrix shines as we awaken to the
diamonds of unlimited prisms and light. The Stargate could not open until now
as the symbols and codes are put in. The energy is intense and clear as we
each resonate through the light matrix and more unified self, one in the light
council and with the other divine beings present.
We walk around the lake and through the beautiful forest until we come to
the opposite beach to where we were before. Now
Now we are under Mt Pihanga,
before there it was in full view. For a swim in the lake and awareness of the
ancient layers of dimensional energies that come through this vortex, the
codings are more settled by the immersion into the water and Liquid Light
Plasma.
Plasma.
Our kundalini takes us deeper into the flow as we integrate our
dimensional selves and embrace with love and acceptance any old archetypes
still subtly sabotaging our path. The Ancient Ones, ET’s, Councils of Light,
ancestors and all the beings who come through the Mount invite each of us to
be present and receive what we need to be free. The last time I was invited
there they put a rainbow feather cloak on me and when I took it off I had a new
light body. Iridescent and manifested it the next day in the physical by buying a
brand new car I never thought
thought possible, as the energies through the spinner

wheel anchor, integrate and exhilarate ones growth and give great assistance.
After walking around the remainder of the lake, through the most
the
e leaves we drove up to
beautiful forest, ferns and sunlight dancing through th
Mead Wall, a hyperhyper-dimensional doorway at the end of the road up Mt Ruapehu.

The Dragons had been waiting for us at this dragon doorway and we
talked in light language about our work here, as we travelled through the
doorway
doorway to experience the dragon and inner realms. They gave each of us a
Dragon’s Egg to carry until it was time to birth them in Lake Taupo. All part of
birthing the new codes, mine was a glowing red egg that went into my sacral
chakra, and everyone had their dragon egg in a different area of their body. As
we also brought back with us an unun-manifest universe to unify heaven and
earth through the Stargate on Monday.
The Light Matrix was anchored more fully and after spending some time
integrating what had
had unfolded we went down to the château to ground with
some dinner in the beautiful evening sun. Then back up to Mead Wall to watch
the sunset. Beautiful magenta ball as it sunk in the west, the full moon came up
over the wall and as we drove down the mountain
mountain the full moon shone over the
mountains.
I was asked to come back on a Soul Travel that night with a male friend
who I do a lot of inner planes work with. He was at the first stargate opening
but lives in the opposite side of the world so was not able to be physically
present. We went straight in and to a Council
Council meeting of Ancient Ones/Dragons.
These beautiful beings come from Draco, Altair and other universes that have
bridged and connected with Earth through their presence in Earth in the
network
etwork of
dimensional realms within the Earth it self which is like a great n
multimulti-dimensional woven fabric.
As we sat there in the council there is a great Cosmic Egg that is
glowing. Each of us in the group were given a dragons egg that we birthed into
Lake Taupo on the Sunday, but this one was so much vaster. This cosmic egg
has creation codes for the merging of our galaxy with the Andromedan Galaxy.
It starts to hummm and the dragons are very happy with the progress that has
taken place. They say after five Stargates are opened it will come through into
the denser realms. Our energy and input was required as we represent
represent the
Earth and the male and female codes.
The next day we prepared even more as we opened to the levels of
our Light Body
Body and into ourDiamond
ourDiamond Light Body and Diamond Light Matrix. We
open to the New Solar System and the New Stars that are illuminating
illuminating us now,
as we integrate the DNA codes through our physical and energy bodies and
then went into the lake to birth the dragon egg we each held within us. I saw

mine birth into the sacred space of the lake and then fly through the realms like
little
little golden pods as the Light Ships were in a holding pattern as this took
place.
After drying off in the glorious sun we connected more fully to
the RA,
RA, aware of our own lineage and connection through the Suns as we
opened up to the New Sun and our Divine Blueprint more fully. Then back into
the water again, this
this time the hot pools nearby to allow it all integrate more
fully within us.
We then drove to the eastern side of the lake to watch the sunset and
connect in with the ancient one, ancestors, light beings and through the time
capsule as the light ships
ships were in a great holding pattern. That night we all
went as group on a Soul Travel through the Stargate as it was anchored on the
inner planes.
STARGATE OPENING MONDAY 17th FEBRUARY 2014
The next morning as we drove back to our sunset spot by the lake,
everything looked so clear and sparkling and so many commented that they
observed this too. One of our group went to a tangi the day after and a lady
there who lives at Turangi near where we were based at the southern end of
the lake, commented on
on how she had felt the lake to be dead. But over the
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday that we did our work, unbeknown to her
she observed how the energy in the lake had come alive. Personally I have
observations
tions were interesting as
never been aware of the lake as dead, but her observa
she really noticed a huge shift in its energy.

As we sat by the lake we connected to our own contracts and star
alliances, then loved and accepted the old paradigm loop and belief in death and
birth, moving beyond those old
old separation consciousness concepts into eternal
life. One with divine will and flow, in the eternal vortexing spirals of life force
energy.

Then it was off to the main vortex area to do our final work with the
Stargate Opening, as we had our picnic
picnic lunch first then went down by the lake.
We activated our DNA at dense structural levels and opened up the highest
vibrations of our divine presence that we could access. As we remembered our
light then went into the stillness, beyond light, into the nothingness and void as
the sound comes from within our hearts and source that creates the new
creation, from the void the manifestation of all life. We linked through the
Diamond Light Matrix within and without, through the Earth, our bodies and the
ethers,
ethers, solar system, galaxy and universe connecting to all the pyramids,
standing stones and stones circles through the crystalline and diamond grids
into the sixth cycle.

As we linked through the light grid to all humanities higher selves and
through
through the Golden Solar Gridsand solar grid through the sixth cycle that we
are entering into. Aware of the journey we had taken together as our chakras
spun radiant light, into one chakra, one body of light.
A thin mesh of energy like a curtain opens as we enter into a clear space.
Having each brought with us an unun-manifest universe, there is a column of
liquid light plasma that extends from the bottom of the crater of Lake Taupo to
the Greater Central Sun with beautiful codes. You could also say this is the
Ancient One of the volcanic crater lake that has been here since the inception.
A cosmic wind blows us into the invisible; the unun-manifest universes
within us expand through our bodies and beyond merging with each other, the
ethers and higher
higher dimensions of the lake. The Light Ships are still above in a
holding pattern stabilising the energies as an explosion of light, with a great
sonic boom happens and the time capsule awakens. It was placed there in the
first cycle; it releases what can only
only be described as‘energy of purity’, not in
the earthly moral sense, but the purest of energy that we can receive in our
central channel and physical spine that will unfold for each of us.
As the Stargate opens letting the old energies release from the Earth and
bringing in the new codes that seed the Light Matrix Grid that we cleared
through the Seal of Narath at Lake Rotopounamu, and through Mead Wall as it
anchors the New Earth more fully into the fifth dimension. The big cleanse
on January 4th this
this year 2014 also assisted in making this possible.

There were Waitaha Elders waiting for us as we become aware of the
earthly realms; bearing gifts, their people brought forth food, crystals and a
great sphere is given to each of us that holds most importantly the energy of
peace, with blessings of peace within and peace wherever we walk on this
Earth, may it be so.

The Waitaha people are the indigenous people of New Zealand from Lemuria
who were peaceful people and they still have a great influence over the land.
To be in the Stargate is not something that words can describe, but a zone
of being that brings stillness and into the higher dimensions and invisible
realms merged through our physical bodies.
We stayed or walked or swam in the lake while still in the zone and
eventually
eventually we completed and grounded before it was time for us to go our
separate ways. The process had not finished, in fact it took a week just to
integrate the initial experience, not to mention all the new light codes.
Everyone else needed to leave but I stayed
stayed there until well after sunset. When
energy is very high frequency and the doorway and vortex is vast one has
nothing to think of or do, but simply Be.

The next morning I had to return again to the same place we had opened
the Stargate on the shores
shores of Lake Taupo. It was time to connect through the
Stargate with my male friend once again as I tone and then go whissssh through
the Stargate up to the Light Ship where we meet. We are both laid out in this
space that has the most beautiful lights, sounds
sounds and codes. As weird is this
sounds he turns into an Ape, I become a butterfly and land on his nose. The
Light Beings say that we are experiencing some physical forms that had to be
transformed as well, then we revert to our fairy selves and as prisms we go
into the New Earth.
There is a sign that says ‘come two by two’ like in the Bible and Noah’s
Ark, (which in the Bible they portray as male and female animals of each
species, really it’s about DNA) and get told we represent male and female
humans,
humans, Fairy’s, dragons and all Beings who have separated into two genders.
Then we go to theStargate
theStargate at Loch Insh and connect the thirteen unun-manifest
realms into the Stargate here. As that happens there is like a fountain of energy
that comes up from the Lake and the Light Ships that have been holding and
stabilising the energy go down through the crater into the Inner Earth.
The Ancient One that was holding the beam is gone and no longer needs
to be there, and I see a tube, a void between the two Stargates. The invisible
and spaces in between are being brought into conscious awareness more fully
as we merge beyond light. Then I see cosmic rain coming down all around and
through the Earth and it filters everywhere and is like an energy that is
really
ally are
freezing everyone in the moment to have a realisation of who they re
and to let go the duality dramas.
I leave when it’s all finished early afternoon and have a hot soak in the hot
stream that flows into the Waikato River before heading home. In the next few
days I seem to be spinning codes off and dancing in
in the ocean as the weather
so hot and glorious, the Sun light sparkling on the waves.
The second day after the Stargate opened I had a massage and the
masseur could not read me or connect at all, it was like I was invisible, or in
such another space,
space, and I certainly felt like it. I find the third dimension and all
the duality stuff to do with it seems to be this illusion as we know, but it is
melting away as we move into the stillness within and our molecules completely
change. Living in the New Earth
Earth already, as the lower realms of existence seem
like a dream.
People worry about what is going to happen about the money collaspe, the
weather and cilmate, the endless wars, humanity that still destroys everything
and takes from Mother Earth. But there
there is nothing to worry about, the more at
peace you are, you let go naturally all your attachements to the fears and
insecuirties that keep one trapped in the illusion.
Stay with what is real; nature, be with nature, lie, sleep sit on the earth,
walk along the seashore and in the forest, allow yourself to be one with all of
creation. Breathe in the sky and become one with it, breathe in the Earth and

be one with it, breath in as the sky and earth merge within you, sun and moon,
goddess and god, heaven
heaven and earth, the invisible that you are…
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THE FIVE STARGATES

Now after the second Stargate opening I am getting a better perspective of
what it’s all about. There are only five Stargates to open; the first was in
Scotland at a clear and pristine loch in the Craigmore Mountains of the Scottish
Highlands, a place of the New Earth.
Earth. The second in New Zealand on the
opposite side of the planet and at spinner wheels for the earth chakra systems
and gateways. The third being at an ancient Stargate from the Second Cycle
that is being rere-activated in East Gippsland, Victoria.
Victoria.
Then from the earth wisdom of the southern hemisphere to the north,
north, to a
high mountain lake and spinner point in Ladakh, Himalayas
Himalayas at the June Solstice.
Solstice.
The last one at the place I was downloaded about them in August 2013, a very
intense vortex and strong contact point with other realms, star systems,
dimensions and beings at Bunya Mountain, in the hinterland of South East
Queensland
Queensland Australia.
There is still time to participate in the last three Stargate openings if you
feel this is part of your mission.
Once the Stargates are open the great Cosmic Egg that has creation codes for
the merging of our galaxy with the Andromedan Galaxy will come through into
the denser realms. The cosmic egg is activated and awakened more fully at
each stargate opening.
The Stargates are doorways that have opened us more deeply to our ‘I
am’ presence and being in theNew
theNew Earth.
Earth. The earth can no longer be abused as
she is such a bright star that energy cannot act out on her anymore. On a
bigger picture they are part of the completion of the great cycles as we have

unified
unified light and dark, male and female, negative and positive, influencing not
multi-universes. They have
only life on Earth, this solar system or galaxy but multi
also created a doorway for the release of the many souls; past, present and
future who cannot handle
handle the changes. In the multimulti-universes of creation there
are places for all to experience what they choose or need.
Having experienced two Stargate Openings now has been a big step up in
my own expansion of consciousness and to the vastness of my being,
being, with even
more clarity of the Akashic records and understanding of the fabric of creation.
Ones attachments to the lower realms is no longer there, but at the same time
one is still grounded and present in ones physical body, moving way beyond the
duality
duality dramas whether in the bigger picture of dark and light battles, or as it
filters down more to everyday life, it becomes the illusion so obviously, that it
always has been. Our physical body opens to its divine blueprint; we become
more connected to the stillness and wisdom within. Life is lived in paradise, the
higher dimensional earth is here right now, accessed through your heart and
peace within.
The Stargates are all opened before 2015 when we are going to experience
the shift in a more direct way, the 2012 shift happen in the sixth dimension and
so only those attuned to those frequencies noticed it consciously. It cleaned out
a lot of dead wood.
Now with the support of the Stargate openings and the union of matter and
spirit, then next shift will
will not be some catastrophic event, but the hold of the
reptilians and dark ones will have collapsed so much that it will be clear to the
people of earth and they will choose a new way. This will be peaceful, of
course there will be those who still wish to create hatred and fighting but it will
lose its energy. There is nothing to sustain it now, in unity we see and know
the divine in each other and all creation. The Stargate openings through the
spinner wheel vortexes that balance through the earth, anchored
anchored through time
and space with the time capsules and light matrix are another part of the
stepping up process for us to awaken fully our multimulti-dimensional self, on the
multimulti-dimensional earth. We can now return home to our self, and also to our
star families
families and awakened state.
Below are a couple of the participant’s experiences from the Lake Taupo
Stargate Opening.
One of the themes that many of the participants have been aware of; is that
they had waited aeons of time for this to occur and there have been many tears
of joy.
Hey cosmic sister of joy and wonderment.....powerful words and all true.
The sonic boom in my golden central channel was explosive with the opening of
the stargate!I have never experienced that before ever. The lady from Turangi
Turangi
felt the energy of the Lake Taupo was energetically dead but she also added
rocks that looked like Tanewhas appeared which she had never seen
before....At the voices of sacred earth eco festival in albany we all felt a shift..i

simply couldn't operate in my old way and had to just let go...I disappeared
from my stall for 5 hours while i enjoyed myself...when i came back i had heaps
of people who wanted what i had to offer.....a whole new way of being....out of
the duality fear and etc....and into ease and its like i simply dont feel attached
to anything...including family...all weird and wonderful...Soluntra you are
gorgeous light being goddess...amazing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i will never forget it......the
huge patu Pounamu i received from the Waitaha at the stargate
stargate opening is now
in my heart space. A maori/lightbeing sister i told my story too about it said it
represents mother earth and i need to take it into me...and so i did and i started
to cry and cry while I was giving her a session. I was healing others then
then they
were healing me all in the same session...lol....we have moved assemblage
points....wicked sister...your are cool...you have been a huge mentor in my life
and cosmic teacher...you made me feel comfortable with my visions and
experiences...love you......Anharatanui
you......Anharatanui xxxxx
Hello beautiful beings how are you all? Well I gotta say it's taken me all week
to integrate our experience. My understanding of my light body and all my
bodies is very clear now. Everyday I wake up to Soluntra's words ONE BODY
OF LIGHT. Before I went to sleep on the last night of our journey I got a whole
load of different beings faces being shown one after the other and then after
our soul travel I awoke to my body vibrating and me not quite going with it so
as I meditated like Soluntra suggested and I got......Golden diamond body of
light, a releasing feeling, a different planet, trees, white (a whole lot of white),
it was hard to breathe, light language, lots of explosions releasing in water, and
a big circle of us joined together . I had an uneasy sleep
sleep the first night back
and found myself up early grounding the energies into the land and found this
went on all week. I could hear Soluntra's voice and see her face everyday. I
found it very hard to leave my land, needed to be grounded. I have found I have
moved to a different area now on the land to meditate on and it has a different
feeling to it, a real feminine feeling of peace. and I am drawn to my forest big
time. I feel surrounded in ancestors and have cried a bit for the Waitaha are
feeling extremely
extremely happy, I found at the lake they were standing there and had
told me they had been waiting for eons of time for the journey we took to
happen, they were so pleased with delight.
The stargate opening was incredible yet so natural quite hard to describe like
Soluntra said, and I have seen so much change in humanity since being back,
new paths everywhere and also people having to sort out any body
issues.....but also enjoying my amazing environment, the sun, the water, the air,
the land, the food, the simpleness.
simpleness. It was a great pleasure to share this journey
with you all, I will be sure to connect in to the up and coming stargates whether
I am there physically or not.....your a bunch of legends, man did I have some
moments, was amazing and intense and joyful
joyful all at the same time.
xoxoxoxoxox many blessings…all my love Shannon
Dear Soluntra,
Thank you very much for lovely photos and message. Both Stefan and I feel

very blessed and grateful for having been able to take part in the Stargate
Journey and portal opening at Lake Taupo with you and our group. What fun we
had and how beautiful and strong were the energies.
At one time the albatross presented itself, yesterday I Looked up the spiritual
sometimes
etimes called
meaning of this bird and the first line read "the albatross is som
the prince of the waves".
The ceremony at the lake on Monday was especially powerful as you also
remarked. I could not help crying a bit, as I for my inner vision saw happy,
healthy children play. The inpouring of loving frequencies helping the
the children
of today and future generations, and of course us all and Mother Earth. In this
respect this type of light work is more important than ever. Thank you Soluntra
for making this possible.
gratitude.
itude.
We are sending you our warmest hugs and much love and grat
Agneta and Stefan
LATEST WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS

